Biomimetic Immunomagnetic Nanoparticles with Minimal Nonspecific Biomolecule Adsorption for Enhanced Isolation of Circulating Tumor Cells.
Immunomagnetic micro/nanoparticles (IMNs) have been widely used to isolate rare circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from blood samples for early diagnosis of cancers. However, when entering into biofluids, IMNs nonspecifically adsorb biomolecules and the in situ formed biomolecule corona covers IMN surface ligands and weakens the targeting capabilities of IMNs. In this work, we demonstrated that by surface coating of IMNs with red blood cell (RBC)-derived vesicles, the obtained biomimetic particles (RBC-IMNs) basically adsorb no biomolecules and maintain the CTC targeting ability when exposed to plasma. Compared to IMNs, RBC-IMNs exhibited an excellent cell isolation efficiency in spiked blood samples, which was improved to 95.71% from 60.22%. Furthermore, by using RBC-IMNs, we successfully isolated CTCs in 28 out of 30 prostate cancer patient blood samples and further showed the robustness of RBC-IMNs in downstream cell sequencing. The work presented here provides a new insight into developing targeted nanomaterials for biological and medical applications.